Evidence of Studying

You must complete two 30-min sessions of self-studying. You need to provide evidence of this studying. There will be one page in your notebook for each of these 30-min self-studying sessions. Please make sure that you don’t just make a bullet list of things you claim you have done – it needs to be actual evidence! See example below of what not to write, and what to show as evidence instead:

- “I watched a YouTube video” → Write the link down, list how many minutes long the video was and take detailed notes as you watch the video
- “I did practice problems from the internet” → Print the worksheet and put it in a pocket on the page where the evidence goes, or do the problems on binder paper and put it in a pocket on the page where the evidence goes.
- “I did an online quiz” → use binder paper to show work for the quiz, or print the quiz and put it in a pocket on the page where the evidence goes.
- “I looked through my notebook” → make a little “cheat sheet” of important things as you look through my notebook.
- Etc...etc...etc